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Operating Voltage:
Input Current:
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Operating Voltage:
Input Current:
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Certificate / Certificat

The manufacturer
may use the marks:

Zertifikat /
RTP 1103060 C001
exida hereby confirms that the:

RTP 3000
RTP Corporation
Pompano Beach, FL USA
Has been assessed per the relevant requirements of:

IEC 61508: 2010 Parts 1-7
and meets requirements providing a level of integrity to:

IEC 61508: Systematic Integrity-SIL 3 Capable
Random Integrity: Type B Element
and
Reports:
RTP 1103060 R003
IEC 61508 Functional Safety
Assessment Report V1 R1
RTP 1103060 R004 Security
Assessment Report V1 R1
Validity:
This assessment is valid for
RTP3000 Dual, Triple and
Quad systems with Node
Processor 3000/02
3000/02,
Firmware A4.36 or later.
This assessment is valid until
September 1, 2014.
Revision 1.0 August 5, 2011
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®

Certification Services

ISASecure Embedded Device Security Assurance
EDSA-300
and meets requirements providing a level of integrity to:

Level 2
Safety Function:
The RTP-3000 reads inputs, performs its programmed safety
function, and generates outputs.
Application Restrictions:
The unit must be properly designed into a Safety Instrumented
Function per the Safety Manual requirements. The unit must be
operated in a network and operational envirnonment per the
Security Manual requirements.
requirements

Place embossed
seal here for
originals, lining it
up at the bottom
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Certificate / Certificat / Zertifikat /
RTP 091038 C001
S t
Systematic
ti Integrity:
I t
it SIL 3 Capable
C
bl
Random Integrity for Type B Device:
SIL 3 @ HFT=0
Security Integrity: Level 2
RTP 3000

SIL 3 Capability:

RTP Corporation
Pompano Beach, FL

The product has met manufacturer design process requirements of Safety
Integrity Level (SIL) 3. These are intended to achieve sufficient integrity
against systematic errors of design by the manufacturer.
A Safety Instrumented Function (SIF) designed with this product must not
be used at a SIL level higher than stated without “prior
prior use
use” justification by
end user or diverse technology redundancy in the design.
Security Integrity:
The product has met the requirements of EDSA-300 for Level 2.

IEC 61508 Failure Rates in FIT* are
Available from RTP Corporation

SIL Verification:

e ida

®

Certification Services

The Safety Integrity Level (SIL) of an entire Safety Instrumented Function (SIF)
must be verified via a calculation of PFDAVG considering redundant
architectures, proof test interval, proof test effectiveness, any automatic
diagnostics, average repair time and the specific failure rates of all products
included in the SIF. Each subsystem must be checked to assure compliance
with minimum hardware fault tolerance (HFT) requirements.
* FIT = 1 failure / 109 hours

64 N Main St
Sellersville, PA 18960
Form

Version

Date

CFI

1.1

August 2011
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3000 TAS
Critical Control and Safety System
Product Highlights







Multi Processor Architecture
SIL-3 Communications
Comprehensive Diagnostics
Configurable Redundancy
Availability in excess of 99.9999% (6 Nines)
12 msec Response Time

Product Overview
Parallel Processing
RTP’s unique multi-processor architecture aids the user
in many ways. It minimizes the scan time providing
unprecedented speed for identification of process
disruption and for responding to such disturbance. In
safety applications, the importance of this speed cannot
be overstated. The ability to identify and respond to
process malfunctions as quickly as possible is key to
avoidance of damage to process, equipment, or
personnel. For your critical control applications, the
3000 has the ability to solve 300 PID loops, scan I/O,
solve logic, handle alarms, perform peer to peer
communication and perform other communication in a
single 5 millisecond scan.
Each node and chassis processor has multiple CPUs
working in parallel to perform a specific function. This
architecture enables the system to maintain a 5millisecond scan regardless of the size of the application
or the amount of I/O. Unlike conventional control and
safety systems, the scan time does not increase in
proportion to the amount of I/O. Additional computing
capacity is added as the I/O load grows, meaning that
the system never exhibits a scan time in excess of 5
milliseconds. No matter how large the application, the
3000 will provide the highest performance of any safety
system.
The CPUs on the Node Processors perform the system’s
node logic solving, engineering units conversion, input
validation and voting, alarm communications, data
archiving communications, HMI communications, peerto-peer communications, and communication validation
functions. The CPUs on the Chassis Processors perform
the system’s chassis I/O scanning, 1 millisecond SOE
log time stamping, results validation for voting, I/O bus

3000 TAS System

validation, I/O integrity checking, field device checking,
and field wire checking functions. Due to the parallel
processing architecture, the 3000 is able to achieve a 12
millisecond response time (screw to screw).
Another benefit of the multi-processing architecture is
comprehensive diagnostics.
RTP brings more
computing power to the task, enabling more diagnostics
that, in turn, enables the High Integrity and High
Availability the 3000 delivers.
RTP is the Best Technology for Your Investment,
Here’s Why:
The 3000 is a multi-processor architecture that delivers
exceptional Performance and Comprehensive Diagnostics. The
results speak for themselves: A Reaction Time of 12 msec,
true 1 msec SOE (Analog and Digital), an MTBF of greater
than 3000 years, an MTTFS of greater than 4000 years, and a
PFDavg of 5x10-5. Compare these numbers to any other
system.
Built-in Proof Test Diagnostics means it will never be
necessary to shut down at the proof test interval. Unlimited
online downloads of logic and configuration changes do not
require a periodic shut down like other systems. Compare this
functionality to any other system.
Net Suite Software: One-time price includes unlimited use of
Logic Development, Alarm Manager, Data Archive and
Historian, and HMI without hardware or software keys.
Compare this functionality and price to all other systems.
Finally, a Safety Instrumented System (SIS) should always
take the process it protects to a safe state when it is required to
do so, and it should never interfere with the operation of the
process at any time. The 3000 does this better than any other
system.

RTP Corp. • 2832 Center Port Circle • Pompano Beach, Florida 33064
Phone (954) 597-5333 • INTERNET: www.rtpcorp.com • E-Mail rtpinfo@rtpcorp.com
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3000 TAS System Diagram
All I/O and host communications occur over SIL-3 redundant
100 Megabit full duplex Ethernet networks. With an effective
bandwidth of 400 MHz, I/O and host updates are more frequent,
further enhancing the improved protection the 3000 offers.
For the fastest response, distributed processing is available in
certain I/O cards allowing complex algorithms to be performed
by the card. This I/O runs its own application resulting in
throughputs of 1 millisecond. Such capability is particularly
important to high-speed applications such as rotating machinery
or exothermic reactions.

power supplies on a triple redundant I/O network. Each I/O
chassis includes redundant chassis processors for maximum
availability.


The 3000-Q QMR with four Node Processors in one dualredundant power supply I/O chassis plus additional I/O
chassis. Each I/O chassis includes redundant chassis
processors.



The 3000-T TMR with three Node Processors in one dualredundant power supply I/O chassis plus additional I/O
chassis. Each I/O chassis includes redundant chassis
processors.



The 3000-D with two Node Processors in on I/O chassis
with dual-redundant power supplies plus additional I/O
chassis. Each I/O chassis includes redundant chassis
processors.



The 3000-S with non-redundant Node Processor plus
additional I/O chassis. Each I/O chassis includes one chassis
processor.

Configurable Redundancy
The 3000 TAS is extremely scalable from small systems of a
single chassis up to complex systems of sixteen chassis per node.
This unique design is built upon a set of standard hardware and
software components that supports multiple architectures. These
standard components (which include Node Processors, Chassis
Processors, I/O chassis, power supplies and I/O modules) are
utilized to construct systems ranging from simplex to QMR.
The figure above illustrates, from left to right:


The 3000-Q QMR with four Node Processors distributed in
four I/O chassis plus additional I/O chassis with redundant

All five nodes are shown integrated over a SIL-3 Fast Ethernet
network, which connects to the supervisory domain comprised of
the RTP NetSuite Software Environment.

3000 TAS Architecture Diagram
Availability equates to redundancy and the ability to modify and
repair the processors online. Redundancy in the 3000 can be
configured according to the level of availability desired.
Redundancy is simple to design and implement; the
programming and configuration of a redundant 3000 is identical
to that of a non-redundant 3000 using NetArrays (RTP’s
configuration and logic development software).
Dual-, triple-, or quad-redundant node processors can be located
in separate chassis preventing the possibility that a single
physical event would take out the safety system. No other TMR
or QMR product has this capability.
Redundant I/O can be wired to multiple points on the same card,
to different cards in the same chassis, or to different cards in
different chassis. The node processors can be configured to
validate and vote redundant input values using built-in signal
validation algorithms.

Comprehensive Diagnostics
Diagnostics are the key to integrity. It is imperative that every
component in the system, and every system function, be tested
every scan. The 3000 provides the capability without additional
hardware or special programming.
Advanced built-in
diagnostics, certified by TUV, are performed on the wiring
between the field device and the I/O card, on the functions of the
I/O card, and on the communications between the I/O card and
the chassis processor. Proof test diagnostics occur transparent to
the field device. Proof testing diagnostics actually insert a fault
condition on each channel, to ensure that the card’s fault
detection circuitry is capable of detecting any fault condition on
every channel.
Tests of diagnostics occur by randomly
instructing components to fail diagnostic tests. An example of
diagnostics performed include:


Special purpose I/O cards test the integrity of the line
between the I/O module and the input or output device. In
some instances additional testing can be performed on the
device itself.



Input and output cards perform tests every scan to ensure
that the card is capable of changing state when needed.



The triple redundant I/O network includes additional
embedded error checking to insure the integrity of I/O
messages. All three networks are used during normal I/O
scanning to ensure that all networks are operational.

The 3000 supports online program and configuration changes.
There are no download buffers and all multiple processor issues
are handled automatically by the processors themselves.
In a QMR configuration the 3000 has an availability of SIX
NINES (99.9999%).
Even more impressive, the Mean Time to Fail Safe (MTTFS) is
greater than 60,000 years, an order of magnitude better than
conventional systems. The MTTFS equals a reduction in
nuisance trips attributable to the safety system by 300 times the
likelihood.





Dual-, triple- or quad-redundant I/O values are
validated by every node controller. Individual
controllers in redundant schemes are not dependent
on each other for information. Each chassis
processor sends its information to each node
processor. The means that one malfunctioning
controller cannot affect the function of other
controllers.
Math and logic function tests of every node
processor and chassis processor are performed
every scan to ensure that they are functioning
correctly.

Any diagnostic test failure is reported. The 3000-Q is
designed for continuous operation, providing on-line
replacement of modules without system or process
interruption.

3000 TAS Architecture
The 3000 TAS architecture, illustrated on the previous
page, provides 3oo4D validation of inputs. Next the
node processors solve the logic independently and
transmit the results over the triple redundant I/O
network to the chassis processors.
The chassis
processor compares the results and must receive three
identical messages before it takes action. Thus the first
output vote, a 3oo4D vote in a QMR configuration. The
chassis processor transmits the output message to the
output module twice, once normal and once inverted.
The messages are compared and, if they agree, the
output modules takes action. Digital output modules
provide a 3oo3D validation of the signal before
transmitting it to the field device.

Specifications
Node Processor

Mobile Intel Celeron Processor with integrated Intel floating point unit and the 440MX singlecomponent chipset with support for synchronous DMA
2 PCI-based 100 MHz half duplex Ethernet controllers for Host/Inter Processor communications and I/O
communications (3000Q, -T, -D) or redundant Host communications (3000-S)
2 PCI-based 100 MHz half duplex Ethernet controllers for I/O communications
Program Memory: Up to 4096512 bytes for PGM files, Up to 1500000 bytes for UDL files

Chassis Processor

Dedicated processor (PLD) to perform I/O scanning
RISCCore 32300 implements Enhanced MIPS_II instruction set
2 PCI-based 100 MHz half duplex Ethernet controllers

Ethernet Cable Type

STP Category 5 (EIA 568B, Cat 5) shielded Ethernet cables

Sequence of Events

1-millisecond SOE processing (analog and digital)

Temperature Ranges
Operating Temperatures
Storage Temperatures

-20 to +60C (-4 to +140F)
-25 to +85C (-13 to +185F)

Humidity Range

10% to 95% non-condensing

Power Requirements
AC Input Options
DC Input Options

4 A @ 115 / 230 VAC, 47 – 63 Hz (External 24V DC input available for I/O cards)
10A @ 24V DC

Chassis Dimensions

Height:
Width:
Depth:

11.3 inches (28.7 cm)
19.0 inches (48.3 cm)
11.3 inches (28.7 cm)

Chassis Mounting:
Cabinet/Rack Mounting:
Horizontal Distance: 18.5 inches (47.0 cm) between holes.
Vertical Distance:
7.5 inches (19.1 cm between holes.
Hole Diameter:
1/4 inches (0.6 cm)
Panel Mounting:
Horizontal Distance:
between 3 holes.
Hole Diameter:
0.2 inches (0.5 cm)

8.0 inches (20.3 cm)

Required Chassis Clearance:
Vertical:
2 inches (5.1 cm) for proper forced-air cooling.
Depth:
3 inches (7.6 cm) for cable connectors in front.
Trademark acknowledgments: RTP is a registered trademark of RTP Corp. All other product or service names mentioned herein are trademarks of their
respective owners. Specifications and information are subject to change without notice. Contact RTP’s corporate office for the latest specifications.
All information, data graphics and statements in this documents are proprietary intellectual property of RTP Corp. unless otherwise indicated and are to be
considered RTP Corp. confidential. This intellectual property is made available solely for the direct use of potential or licensed RTP Corp. customers in
their applications of RTP Corp. products, and any other use or distribution is expressly prohibited. If you have received this publication in error, immediate
delete, discard or return all copies to RTP Corp.
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RTP NetSuite
Product Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

One Time Only Registration Fee
No Annual Maintenance Fees
No Hardware or Software Keys
Unlimited Number of Installations
Unlimited Number of Tags

• One Development Tool and Engineering
Environment Used for Safety and Control
• Easy to Use PC-Based Graphical Interface
• Built-in Fault-Tolerant Redundancy
• Redundant Client/Server Design, Including
Alarm System, Tag Database, OPC Data

Product Overview
NetSuite
RTP NetSuite is a fully integrated suite of software applications specifically engineered to develop, deploy,
commission and maintain your critical control and/or safety system. NetSuite includes all of the tools and utilities
you need to configure your entire control system – from designing and developing your control strategy, to
simulating, testing and debugging your application control logic.

The cornerstone of NetSuite is NetArrays, a powerful and easy-to-use graphical object-oriented programming tool
following the IEC 61131-3 standard. Additional applications include: PTDBM – Project Tag Database Manager,
RTPADA – Alarm and Data Archival application, RTPView – HMI development software, RTPOPC – OPC Server,
RTPTSD- Time Synchronize Devices, RTPTrend – Data Trending utility, RTPFIFO – FIFO object Data recorder.
RTP NetArrays
NetArrays is the project program development software following the IEC 61131-3 standard.
It’s an easy to use graphical interface that provides:
•

Sequential Function Charts

•

Object-Oriented Programming & Ladder Logic

•

Structured Text

•

Fuzzy Logic

•

Batch/ State Sequencing

•

C-Code

•

PC based Simulator

It’s one development tool for all system configurations. Every project developed begins with a pre -configured
ready to use RTP Diagnostic module to monitor and report all system information for easy maintenance.
Comments that are added to the logic are stored in the SIS/Control system for easy upload. The Sequential
Function Chart allows users to configure safety functions as part of a SIF and control functions within the same
application or in separate applications. Safety functions are in secured read-only modules with access to specific
functions being granted by the engineer in a specified HMI module.

Module Form Objects: NetArrays includes an extensive set over 120 standard predefined objects for logic,
mathematical, decision, counter, timer, conversion, and table/array functions. These objects are placed onto a
Module Form and graphically connected to build a schematic of the control functions.

Diagnostic information: Each NetArrays project includes a diagnostic module of more than 600 pre-configured
tags allowing the user to readily access the system health and observe any faults that have been detected. These
tags are organized into simple info objects. There is one for each node processor and each chassis. Temperature is
monitored on each power supply and each I/O card. Advanced diagnostic results are also accessible in each I/O
card property.

NetArrays also provides advanced objects, such as rate-limited floating-point PID object with built-in feed
forward/cascade support, Lead/lag filters for dynamic compensation of feed-forward control adjustments,
floating-point filters (with up to 10 cascaded stages) and a time proportioning control for implementing motor
operated valves (MOVs).

Form objects allow users to define and reuse functions that are optimized for their particular requirements. An ST
Form allows developers to create or import Structured Text function blocks. A C++ Form object allows developers
to create unique C/C++ code for advanced functionality, such as complex algorithms. Function Form (subroutine)
objects, composed of NetArrays objects, including ST and C++ may be called repeatedly in the program.
Intellectual Property (I/P) of User Defined Functions is protected and can be encapsulated and distributed in
separate objects files. On top of the (I/P) files, user can develop additional functions to build a User Defined (.UDL)
Library file.
Initialization of logic parameters may be configured based on an online download versus a normal download or
system restart. Online downloads retain the current values in the system by using these in the modified program in
the place of the initial values. This allows the system to continue running without interruption as changes are sent
down. When a system restarts or a normal download takes place, initial values are used. If the Main program page
has an Init module to be executed on the first scan, initial parameters may be set or transferred on the first scan.
This is not desirable for an online download. Therefore a new NetArrays object “Online Update” has been added. If
an online download is done, the output of this object is set true so that the logic inside the Init module is not
executed.

Cause and Effect: C&E Matrix done in Excel may easily be implemented in NetArrays logic.

The input conditions and outputs are derived from the Cause and Effect matrix or SRS (System Requirement
Specifications). The inputs are converted into engineering units. The output variable is calculated in excel and
imported as a .csv file. Logic changes are easily made by modifying the particular page of the spreadsheet and
importing the new logic. User Defined Function makes it easy to re-use a set of instructions for as many inputs
required. The results are then tested at the system level and verified that they meet the requirements of the SRS.
You now have a set of documents that contain the requirements, the design implementation, and the results. All
are now ready for review.
Create C/C++ UDFs: NetArrays C/C++ User Defined Function provides project developers a programming tool to
create custom objects not included in the NetArrays module objects toolbox. These objects are linked to a userdefined C/C++ program with read/write access to any number of NetArrays variables and a full library of C/C++
functions, allowing programmers to create powerful, complex control functions.
Structured Text Support: NetArrays Structured text language (ST) is an IEC 61131-3 compatible text-based
programming tool. Some control functions, such as complex mathematical calculations are more easily
implemented in ST than in a graphical format. ST also offers users with legacy systems the ability to transfer
control logic programs from an existing environment into NetArrays with minimal effort.
Structured text files are defined using supplied library of standard ST operations and statements. Users build on
these standard operations and statements to develop their own functions.
Intellectual Property Protection: In addition to the standard C++ and structured text programming capability, a
new Custom Library folder has been added. This will allow the same functions created as before to be used as a
library of functions and will be added into the User Defined Functions subfolder “Custom Libraries”. The compile
and build operation of the project with this new folder will combine the library of functions into a single User
Defined Library (UDL) to be archived and ready for distribution as a separate library file. The Intellectual Property
(I/P) of these encapsulated User Defined Functions is protected. Source files are not viewable or needed by the
user to develop or make any logic changes to the application.

Function Form Enhancement: NetArrays FForms provide a simple methodology to encapsulate complex object
oriented programming functions. Multiple instances of the same function form may be used to eliminate the time
and effort of re-creating or copying logic multiple times just to use different arguments. The number of arguments
passed in and out of the new function form is no longer limited to a small number of connections. As new objects
are dropped into physical FForm page, new tags are automatically added and accessible in the property manager
of the FForm object providing easy connectivity to NetArrays tags. These FForms may be saved as a library of
functions for future use in projects wherever and whenever needed thus reducing logic development time.

Fuzzy Logic Control: A Fuzzy Logic Controller allows you to create complex, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), nonlinear control outputs using a simple linguistic set of rules. The inputs to the Fuzzy Logic Controller
are floating-point variables that are fuzzified into membership functions (i.e., small, medium, large, or cold, cool,
moderate, warm, hot). The output is calculated according to a linguistic rule base, and defuzzified into a floatingpoint output value. NetArrays Fuzzy Logic Control files are compliant to IEC 61131-7 standard for portable fuzzy
control programs.

State Sequence Control: NetArrays State Sequence Form creates a flexible batch control sequence in which the
order of operations and parameter data are specified by recipes. It is ideally suited for state processes that consist
of discrete states, each defined by completion of a portion of the recipe. A State Sequence consists of a collection
of NetArrays forms; these can be Module forms, Flow Chart Forms, or Ladder Logic Forms. The collection and
ordering of these various forms, creates a powerful batch control solution.

I/O Configuration: NetArrays I/O Configuration (IOC) Form defines the interface to the physical RTP I/O
equipment within the system. A template allows the user to select the system with the desired SIL rating and
redundancy. The IOC Form is automatically populated and ready for the desired I/O cards and additional racks to
be added by means of a simple drag and drop. A graphical repr esentation of the hardware environment is
displayed showing the node and chassis processors, racks and I/O cards. The level of I/O redundancy is established
in the IOC form.
Input Voting Algorithms: Redundant inputs are easily configured with a simple copy/paste operation. Complex
mathematical calculations to validate redundant inputs are done simply by a drag and drop operation into the
signal validation table and selecting one of twelve algorithms type and degradation scheme. A single input is
produced with a status to indicate the quality of the signal. Inputs deemed un-usable are also indicated and
annunciated.

Simulation Mode: NetArrays’ simulation engine can test the entire control application independent of the RTP
target node on any PC or laptop. Break points can be set to stop program execution at any point in the logic when
using the PC based simulator. Values may be forced or set to simulate the process as the programmer observes the
reaction. The simulation mode reduces application development time and provides operators with an easy-to-use
training tool. Pre-commissioning and testing is made easy independent of hardware.

NetArrays Security: Three levels of security are provided in NetArrays. The first level requires the user to login with
a password when the NetArrays application is started. The user name and the session activity are logged in the
PTDB log file, which is stored on the PC. Each month a new log file is created and is easily identified by the month
and year associated with the file name. Using Microsoft Access or a SQL reader the user log file can be analyzed.
The second level of security requires a password to be entered to download the NetArrays project file to the
device. The user, project file name and time of download are also saved in the log file. The third level of security
requires a password to be entered when starting a debug session of the running application. As values of tags are
forced by the user, the system will log the user, tag, value before and after, and time such action took place.
Debug Mode: NetArrays interfaces with the associated RTP target node to perform local and remote diagnostics
and perform wiring and installation testing. It can also force internal and external coils, contacts, and analog
floating-point values to simplify your design and troubleshooting responsibilities. On li ne maintenance is done
easily and securely.
Program Download and Online Changes: When downloading to any device, including the simulator, NetArrays
automatically updates the PTDB to ensure that the database has the latest tag information. The NetArrays
compiler executes an error checking routine to determine if any required connection or component file is missing.
If so, NetArrays stops the compiler and alerts the developer to the cause, eliminating hours of debugging and
searching for the offending error. If an online change is desired, the download with online update option allows for
unlimited changes. These changes may be in logic and hardware and as many times as needed. Each time an online
change is made, the difference and timestamp is documented into a text file. The dual memory in the target node
allows for unlimited downloads to the processor.
PTDBM: The Project Tag Database Manager (PTDBM) provides a central database for device configuration and
alphanumeric tags to be used for applications involving a single or multiple nodes. Features include:
•

Fault Tolerant Redundancy

•

Client-Server Tag Support

•

Single Project Tag Database

•

Import Export Functionality

This secure, redundant, client/server architecture ensures seamless integration throughout RTP NetSuite,
accelerates project development, and eliminates tag addressing errors for a smooth commissioning.
While the PTDBM profoundly affects and eases project development, the actual interface is incredibly simple. Tags
are configured in the PTDBM, imported from a .csv format or created in NetArrays and automatically updated
within PTDBM, using the IP address and a node name. Within NetArrays, the “Get from PTDB” command provides
color-coded conflict management of tags for multiple node systems.
Multiple engineers working on different aspects of the project such as graphics and logic are able to work in unison
on a list of tags and not worry about differing databases or memory addressing inconsistencies. The common list of
referenced tags in an excel spreadsheet may be imported into the PTDBM. These tags become available to the HMI
developer as screens are developed. The application engineer gets tags from the PTDB and assigns theme to IO
and logic using the NetArrays development application. The project tag database acts as a traffic cop and updates
the location of the tags as they are used in the RTP3000 system. The RTPView, RTPADA, RTPTrend, and RTPOPC
applications on startup will go to the PTDB get the tag location, then directly communicate with the appropriate
device node name and IP address. The PTDBM ease-of-use and redundant, client/server architecture, eliminates
the burden of tag management associated with system integration.
Program modification page: A list of all archived programs that have been downloaded to a device including all
nodes and the simulator is displayed. Selecting two or more of these program s provides the user with the ability to
compare and display differences. The total number of changes will be shown including the tags and modules
affected.

In addition, selecting a single program file will allow a previous revision of the program shown in the list to be
extracted and imported into NetArrays to rebuild that version of the program.
The PTDB log file is located in the PTDB directory for reference. This file combined with the program modification
file allows users to analyze changes done to the system. This file is viewable using Microsoft Access or the SQL
reader.

RTPView: RTPView allows you to create and run your own custom Human-Machine Interface (HMI) projects that
monitor and control automated processes. Features provided:
•

10 ms screen update rate

•

Video Streaming Capability

•

Integrated to PTDBM

•

OPC-enabled 3rd Party Support

•

Integrated Scripting Language

•

32 Levels of Security

Developers can design sophisticated animated graphics using its library of over 1500 images, which includes
electrical and ISA symbols, pipes, tanks, mixers, motors, valves and pumps. This library can be easily expanded by
adding user-created bit mapped images for unique presentations. RTPView allows you to create functional
buttons, switches, faders and knobs for controlling process operations, realistic analog meters to display measured
values, and trending to plot data.
RTPView object properties provide a range of graphics, motion, scaling and fill functions for animation. Objects
may also jump to other RTPView pages, display popup pages, open files, launch programs or other RTPView (child)
projects. Objects and images are easily connected to the associated data point by selecting its tag name from a
drop-down menu. Any tag configured in the RTP PTDB is available for connection. Additionally, RTPView is OPCenabled, allowing easy connectivity to other systems or devices via OPC-DA 2.0.
RTPView master project multiple monitor support. One master project that could provide an overview of the plant
may activate additional RTPView projects to be displayed on different moni tors to show various areas of the
process. This allows the operator to easily navigate and view the process by using the one master file. The one
master file will also terminate all projects and displayed on the other monitor when terminated.
Example of customer HMI Screens Below:

Dual Monitor- Monitor #1 displays overview and Monitor #2 is activated based on area of plant selected.

RTPView video streaming: RTPView now incorporates support for displaying streaming video from Pelco’s IP
cameras utilizing the latest high quality H.264 video compression standard.

With industry’s increased use of video cameras for applications such as remote process monitoring and site
security, the modern control room often becomes a confused environment full of diverse operator stations.
Integrating video into the process HMI can significantly reduce the amount of display stations in the control room,
saving money, and streamlining your operations. With streaming video integrated into the standard process HMI,
the operator can take advantage of the enhanced view provided by the real-time video to quickly assess the
process situation, thereby reducing the time spent responding to false alarms.
The RTP implementation seamlessly integrates the Pelco camera’s video stream into RTPView HMI. Bringing
streaming video into an RTPView HMI screen is as simple as dragging an object and dropping it onto the screen and
entering the network address for the target camera. The configuration can be completed in a matter of seconds.
This product enhancement is the result of RTP’s responsiveness to the customer requirement to implement
streaming video from Pelco’s cameras into the RTPView HMI operator stations as part of a complex fire and gas
system installation at one of the largest oil refineries in the world.
RTPView scripting: Scripts are a convenient way to include mathematical equations, complex control loops, and
conditional blocks to your RTPView project. RTPView scripts follow the syntax and semantics of Microsoft VBScript
©.
RTPView connects as a client to the RTP Alarm and Data Archive server. Each RTPView HMI workstation displays
alarm conditions and system status messages from RTPADA in real time; no alarms or messages are ever missed.
Alarms may be silenced and acknowledged directly from the HMI workstations.
Multiple copies of RTPView can be running on a single operator station, or on operator stations throughout the
plant; there are no set restrictions.
RTP Touch Screen: Touch screen monitors are supported without the need for a keyboard or mouse. Built into
RTPView is a keyboard that allows numeric entry of values and alphanumeric entry to login as user with password.
No additional software is required.

RTPView confirmation: The confirmation popup for users to confirm writes to any tag is configurable in the data
property of an RTPView tag. There is no need to add popup images to prompt users to confirm a written changed
value. It’s done automatically.

RTPADA: RTP’s Alarm and Data Archive utility provides truly redundant alarm management, data archival,
sequence-of-events and OPC-DA functions. Features provided:
•

Fault-Tolerant Redundancy

•

100,000 Tags/Sec Archival Rate

•

Client-Server to HMI

•

Alarm and System Logging

•

Trending of Archived and Live Data

•

Change Driven Data at Programmable Poling Rate

The alarm configuration table may be imported after completing the excel spreadsheet template found in the
PTDB folder for quick and easy setup.
As each Node receives a list of tags to send to the RTPADA PC and/or HMI, the number of nodes sending the
changed data can flood the PC with information faster than it can be processed. This new version allows the PC to
request the list of changes from the nodes at a polling rate that it can handle.
Each node processor in a redundant configuration establishes a data service connection to RTPADA and sends
point data to the PC’s running RTPADA. Alarm lists created in RTPADA, reside in each redundant node processor
and are updated during each scan cycle. Any data point in the alarm list that changes is sent to the hosts for
evaluation and logging. Because alarm list updating occurs in each redundant node processor, the alarms are truly
redundant – no alarms will be missed.

Alarm management is quick and easy with RTPADA, which includes user-definable groups and priorities. Served by
the PTDB, the alarm configuration screen features a drop-down menu of tags for easy integration.
Additionally, RTPADA serves the associated RTPView HMI. In an alarm condition, RTPADA activates an alarm icon
within RTPView. When the operator selects the icon, RTPADA serves alarm data to RTPView in a pop-up window.

Optionally the alarm window can be embedded into the HMI screens. The server functionality of RTPADA
eliminates the need to author alarming with the HMI, saving time and reducing complexity.
RTPADA lets you record and store process variables in archive files. For virtually unlimited archiving requirements,
multiple instances of RTPADA can be run simultaneously on one or more workstations, to retrieve process
variables from multiple RTP target nodes running different control programs. Simply select the tag or tags, served
by the PTDB, from a drop-down menu, define the resolution, and begin recording.
SOE log files can be generated and saved by RTPADA. Variables from change-of-state enabled analog or digital
input cards can be configured in RTPADA for SOE. These SOE records are time stamped in one-millisecond
resolution for both analog and digital SOE.
RTPADA may also alarm and archive data provided by 3 rd party devices. It has a client interface for OPC-DA 2.0.
These tags from a 3rd party device are arc hived and alarmed along with RTP data. These tags are accessible from
the OPC server and the RTPADA acts as an OPC client, just as the RTPView application does.
Record high-resolution data to supplement plant historians, or use RTPADA in lieu of a plant historian.
System log files are archived containing all system messages for each defined device simplifies troubleshooting
efforts as it stores the history of both information messages and system errors in the log.
RTPOPC: The RTP OPC Server works in conjunction with other RTP applications and third party software packages
to provide RTP I/O data in the open OPC-DA 2.0 environment. Any OPC client application that is OPC DA 2.0
compatible can receive the RTP I/O data values through the RTP OPC Server.
The RTP system can utilize redundant networks for data reliability. The RTP OPC Server is able to reside on the
same PC with any of the RTP NetSuite applications. The RTP OPC Server can read data from multiple RTP I/O
Nodes. The information is available to multiple OPC compatible clients residing on the local PC. The RTP OPC
Server software includes an optional built in monitor that shows the values of the data that is being provided to
the OPC clients.

RTPTrend: The RTPTrend application graphically plots up to 10 traces of NetArrays data values. Any floatingpoint, integer, or Boolean variable value from the Project Tag Database can be plotted on the chart. A variety of
pen colors can be used to identify individual plots when several traces are displayed simultaneously. Once the
display’s inputs, trace colors, scales, and offsets are decided on, it can be saved as a configuration file that can be
opened at another time. RTPTrend has two distinct modes of operation: it can display real-time data from the
target nodes (Live Data Mode), or it can play back archival data recorded by the RTPADA application (Archive Data
Mode).
RTPFIFO: RTPFIFO allows you to read the contents of NetArrays floating-point FIFO objects and integer FIFO
objects and store them in a SQLite database file. E ach entry in the database file includes a sequential record
number, the point number (index of FIFO object), date & time, and the value.
RTPTSD: Time Synchronization of all target node processors on the network is made easy. The RTPTSD application
will synchronize the time of the PC to all the target node processors on the network on a continuous basis.

Node Processor Card
3000/02
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
 Multi-Processor Architecture
 Supports Single, Dual, Triple, and Quad
Redundancy
 10-year Proof Test Interval
 Four Independent 100Base-TX Ports
 650 MHz Intel Celeron CPU
 64 Mbytes SDRAM, 64 Mbytes Flash Memory
 Temperature Monitor
 LED Status Indicators

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The 3000/02-000 Node Processor Card is the core
component to a 3000 Safety Instrumented System. It
provides a central location for communication with host
computers, chassis processors, redundant node
processors, and node processors that are part of a
different 3000 system.
The Node Processor utilizes a multi-processor (CPU)
architecture.
The CPU’s work in parallel, each
performing a specific function. At the core, a Mobile
Intel® Celeron™ Processor including an integrated
floating point unit and synchronous DMA enables a 5
millisecond scan rate. The processor receives and stores
the system configuration and user program files in a
non-volatile flash memory (Disk on Chip). Using the
data received from the Chassis Processor and the user
program files, the Node Processor performs input
validation and voting, converts engineering units, and
solves the logic.
Input data received from Chassis Processors and output
data being sent to Chassis Processors is sent across a
redundant I/O network using advanced CRC checking to
detect faulty messages. Communication across this
network is driven by redundant 100 Mbps full duplex
Ethernet processors providing interprocessor and I/O
communications.
In redundant configurations,
communication to redundant Node Processors in the
system is facilitated via these CPU’s.
The 100Mbps full duplex Ethernet processors perform
host communications. Information regarding the state
of the system is displayed and stored on host network
computers via the NetSuite application programs. When

3000/02 Node Processor Card

on a network with multiple 3000 systems, peer-to-peer
data can be transferred between the systems via the host
communications network. Stored data records for SOE
or FIFO is sent to host network computers for use by
NetSuite application programs.
RTP is the Best Technology for Your Investment,
Here’s Why:
The 3000 is a multi-processor architecture that delivers
exceptional
Performance
and
Comprehensive
Diagnostics. The results speak for themselves: A
Reaction Time of 12 msec, true 1 msec SOE (Analog
and Digital), an MTBF of greater than 3000 years, an
MTTFS of greater than 4000 years, and a PFDavg of
5x10-5. Compare these numbers to any other system.
Built-in Proof Test Diagnostics means it will never be
necessary to shut down at the proof test interval.
Unlimited online downloads of logic and configuration
changes do not require a periodic shut down like other
systems. Compare this functionality to any other
system.
Net Suite Software: One-time price includes unlimited
use of Logic Development, Alarm Manager, Data
Archive and Historian, and HMI without hardware or
software keys. Compare this functionality and price to
all other systems.
Finally, a Safety Instrumented System (SIS) should
always take the process it protects to a safe state when it
is required to do so, and it should never interfere with
the operation of the process at any time. The 3000 does
this better than any other system.
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REDUNDANCY
The 3000/02 can be configured to operate in a single,
dual, triple, or quad redundant architecture. A system
with a single node processor will achieve a SIL-2
rating. When in a redundant configuration, the system
achieves a SIL-3 rating. Redundant Node Processors
can be located in separate chassis preventing the
possibility that a single physical event would take out
the safety system. No other QMR product has this
capability.
In redundant configurations, each node processor
receives the input, solves the logic, and sends the
outputs independently from the other node processors
in the system. In quad redundant configurations, the
node processors performs three out of four (3oo4D)
voting providing a high integrity, error-free,
uninterrupted process operation.

DIAGNOSTICS
Built-in, comprehensive proof test software performs
the proof test diagnostics. When the Node Processor is
online, the proof test diagnostics run continuously
without interrupting the system and verify the
comprehensive diagnostics are at work and the
readiness of the system to detect a failure. The
maximum proof test interval for a 3000 system is 10

RTP Backplane Bus

Flash
BIOS

Disk
on Chip

years. Proof tests are completed by simply restarting
the node processor, which can be accomplished through
the user application. With the ease of which proof tests
can be accomplished, shorter proof test intervals for the
3000 will leave considerable budget for all other
external devices.
LED’s on the Node Processors front panel indicate
whether the card has power and provide an indication
of the system health and redundancy status.

NETWORKING
Convenient communication ports are provided by four
front-panel mounted RJ-45 connectors that accept
standard Ethernet cables. The ports have dedicated
functions. The top two ports are for host and
interprocessor communications. For a single Node
Processor system, the top two ports are used for
redundant host communication.
In systems with
redundant Chassis Processors, the second port is also
used for I/O communication. The bottom two ports are
for communication with the chassis processor across
the redundant RTP I/O network.

ON-LINE REPAIR
The 3000/02 card’s “hot swappable” design allows it to
be plugged into or removed from a live RTP chassis.

SDRAM

Host
Network

RJ-45
Connector

I/O
Network

RJ-45
Connector

I/O
Network

RJ-45
Connector

I/O
Network

RJ-45
Connector

440 MX
System
Controller

Cel er on
Processor

3000/02-000 Node Processor Card
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MODBUS Serial
Communications Card
Card
3019
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS











Four Configurable Serial Ports
MODBUS Serial Master and Slave Protocols
Supports RS-232 and RS-485 Protocols
Supports RTU and ASCII Transmission Modes
Supports Full- and Half-duplex Transmission
Modes
Supports Normal and Null Modem Serial Wiring
32 MB SDRAM, 32 Mbytes Flash Memory
Output Validation
LED Status Indicator
Hot Swappable

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The 3019 MODBUS Serial Communication Card
connects to the 3099/2-100 Single Termination Module
– MODBUS Serial. The termination module provides
four serial ports for communications with MDOBUScompatible controllers. Each serial port has 4 DIPswitches that are used to designate the protocol. It
supports integration of an RTP control system with
equipment using the MODBUS Serial protocol. All
hardware configuration options are located on the
3099/25-100 Termination Module.
The MODBUS Serial Communications Card manages
all aspects of the protocol and data exchange including
message translating and formatting, message checking,
responding to MODBUS controllers with power
acknowledgments, error, or success codes, and protocol
data byte ordering. This built-in intelligence unburdens
the RTP controller’s processor from the responsibility of
managing the MODBUS network.
The card performs bus checking functions on the input,
output, and command operations. Data is sent twice,
once normal and once inverted. The results are then
compared and the data is not acted upon unless the
comparison passes. If the check does not pass, an error
bit is set in the status register.

3019 MODBUS Serial Communications Card

data transfers from MODBUS slave devices, or as a
MODBUS slave device that responds to requests from a
MODBUS master. It supports multiple MODBUS
servers, asynchronous read and write functions, a
multiple outstanding read and write request queue, and
coil and discrete I/O functions.
Its “hot swappable” design has backplane interface logic
to protect the card from damage, and to prevent control
and data signal degradation on the bus, when plugged
into a live RTP chassis. A front panel LED indicates
overall health status of the card.
RTP is the Best Technology for Your Investment,
Here’s Why:
The 3000 is a multi-processor architecture that delivers exceptional Performance
and Comprehensive Diagnostics. The results speak for themselves: A Reaction
Time of 12 msec, true 1 msec SOE (Analog and Digital), an MTBF of greater
than 3000 years, an MTTFS of greater than 4000 years, and a PFDavg of 5x105. Compare these numbers to any other system.
Built-in Proof Test Diagnostics means it will never be necessary to shut down at
the proof test interval. Unlimited online downloads of logic and configuration
changes do not require a periodic shut down like other systems. Compare this
functionality to any other system.
Net Suite Software: One-time price includes unlimited use of Logic
Development, Alarm Manager, Data Archive and Historian, and HMI without

The Contention checking circuit monitors the bus
command signals for any simultaneous occurrences of
two or more command signals. If a simultaneous
occurrence is detected, an error bit is set in the status
word.

hardware or software keys. Compare this functionality and price to all other

Each MODBUS port can be configured to operate either
as a MODBUS master device that request read and write

other system.
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systems.
Finally, a Safety Instrumented System (SIS) should always take the process it
protects to a safe state when it is required to do so, and it should never interfere
with the operation of the process at any time. The 3000 does this better than any

SPECIFICATIONS

MODBUS Protocols:

Electrical Specifications

Transmission Mode:

Isolation

500VAC/DC field to RTP Chassis
Ground

Processor

RC4000 RISC processor

RS-485 Interface:
Mode*:
Full/Half duplex
Receiver Input Resistance: 24 K
Protection:
Current Limiting
Thermal Shutdown
Data Rage:
115.2 Kbaud, maximum
1200 Baud, minimum
* RS-485 half-duplex requires bias resistors

CPU Speeds:
CPU
System Bus
Memory:

150 MHz
50 MHz

32 Mbytes SDRAM
32 Mbytes Flash

User Connectors

RS-232C Interface:

Number:
4
Type:
Serial, user configurable
Protocol:
RS-232 and RS-485
Serial Wiring:
Null or Normal modem
Supported MODBUS Functions
Code
01
02
03
04
05
06
15
16

Function
Read Coils
Read Discrete Inputs
Read Holding Registers
Read Input Registers
Write Single Coil
Write Single Register
Force Multiple Coils
Preset Multiple Registers

Serial Master/Slave
RTU Full-duplex
RTU Half-duplex
ASCII Full-duples
ASCII Half-duplex

Mode:
Full Duplex
Receiver Input Resistance: 5 K (maximum)
Data Rate:
115.2 Kbaud, maximum
1200 Baud, minimum

Power Requirements:

Supported Port
Master








Slave









+5VDC @ 1.4 A

Environmental*
Standard Operating Range:

–20ºC to +60ºC

Storage Temperature Range:

–25ºC to +85ºC

Relative Humidity Range:

10% to 95% noncondensing

*Complies with IEC 61131-2

Termination Module*
3099/25-100 Single Termination Module
Termination Cable Included with 3000/19 Card
*Consult factory for complete list of all available
terminations

Termination Cable

Flash
BIOS

Chassis
Processor

Backplane
Bus

PLDs
Backplane
Interface
Registers
and
Control Logic

SDRAM

Serial
Channel
1
Serial
Channel
2

MPU

Serial
Channel
3
Serial
Channel
4

Serial
Port
2

Serial
Port
1

Serial
Port
3

Serial
Port
4

3099/25-000
Termination
Module

3000/19 MODBUS Serial Communications Card
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32-Channel SIL-3 Single Ended
Analog /Digital Input Card
3126
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS









32 Single Ended Channels
Current, Voltage or Digital Input Options
Redundant 16-Bit A/D Converters
Supports Dual, Triple and Quad Redundancy

I/O Bus Checking Diagnostics
Line Supervision Option Available
LED Card Health Indicator
Hot Swappable

3126 A

3126 32-Channel Analog/Digital Input Card

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The 32- Channel Scanning Single Ended Analog/Digital
Input Card is TUV Approved for SIL-3 applications. It
provides high accuracy high-level analog measurements
or digital inputs. A guard band above and below the
full-scale signal range allows signals exceeding the
specified input signal range to be detected by software.
Immunity to noise is enhanced with a single pole low
pass filter set to provide normal mode attenuation at
higher frequencies. The change of any input channel
state initiates the logging of a time stamped sequenceof-events (SOE) record with 1 msec resolution. This
card is IEC 61131-2 qualified and performs
comprehensive diagnostic tests on all input channels and
backplane communications for detecting internal faults.
Any errors detected are reported to the operating
program.
Analog to Digital conversion is performed by two 16 bit
switched capacitor successive approximation A/D
converters (sign bit + 15-bit magnitude). No field
adjustments are necessary after initial factory trim. The
A/D converter calibration is continually checked by
monitoring two internal fixed (high and Low) voltages.
The card can operate in three different modes: current,
voltage or digital inputs. When configured for digital
inputs, the 3126 can operate in supervised or
unsupervised mode. The input mode determines which
RTP termination module is required for proper card
operation. When used in supervised mode the 3126 can
detect shorts and open lines.
The 3126 input card’s “hot swappable” design has
backplane interface logic to protect the card from
damage, and to prevent control and signal degradation
on the bus when inserted into a live RTP chassis.

Self test functions are performed for all input data,
status and command transfers to and from the input
card. Each transfer is performed twice (the data bits in
the second transfer are inverted). Both transfers are then
compared to insure that no errors exist in the data path
between the input card and the processor.
RTP is the Best Technology for Your Investment,
Here’s Why:
The 3000 is a multi-processor architecture that delivers
exceptional
Performance
and
Comprehensive
Diagnostics. The results speak for themselves: A
Reaction Time of 12 msec, true 1 msec SOE (Analog
and Digital), an MTBF of greater than 3000 years, an
MTTFS of greater than 4000 years, and a PFDavg of
5x10-5. Compare these numbers to any other system.
Built-in Proof Test Diagnostics means it will never be
necessary to shut down at the proof test interval.
Unlimited online downloads of logic and configuration
changes do not require a periodic shut down like other
systems. Compare this functionality to any other
system.
Net Suite Software: One-time price includes unlimited
use of Logic Development, Alarm Manager, Data
Archive and Historian, and HMI without hardware or
software keys. Compare this functionality and price to
all other systems.
Finally, a Safety Instrumented System (SIS) should
always take the process it protects to a safe state when it
is required to do so, and it should never interfere with
the operation of the process at any time. The 3000 does
this better than any other system.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Module Safety Integrity Level SIL 3
(See Termination Modules for Digital SIL Ratings)
Number of Inputs
32 channels
Isolation
500 V AC/DC channel to RTP system
Full Scale Range:
± 10.00V (± 20.2 mA)
Scan Rate
Accuracy
Voltage Mode:
Maximum error at 25ºC:
Temperature Coefficient:
Maximum error (0 to 55ºC):
Current Mode:
Maximum error at 25ºC:
Temperature Coefficient:
Maximum error (0 to 55ºC):

1000 scans per second

0.0275% of full scale
0.0010% of full scale/K
0.0575% of full scale
0.0375% of full scale
0.0020% of full scale/K
0.0975% of full scale

Non-Linearity:

0.028% of full scale

Repeatability:
Resolution

0.028% of full scale
16 bits

Input Source Impedance:

1 K maximum to meet
specifications
Multiplexer:
Two sets of 35 individual analog switches
Power Requirements
+5V DC @ 400 mA
+24V DC @ 100 mA

Environmental
Standard Operating Temperature Range: –20ºC to +60ºC
Storage Temperature Range:
–25ºC to +85ºC
Relative Humidity Range: 10% to 95%, non-condensing
*Complies with IEC 61131-2
Termination Cable: Included with 3126 Card

Termination Module*
Model
3099/21-001
3099/21-002
3099/21-003
3099/21-004
3099/21-005**^
3099/21-006**^
3099/21-007
3099/21-008**
3099/21-009**
3099/21-013
3099/21-014
3099/21-015**
3099/21-016**
3099/21-018**

Description
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch supervised digital input
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch voltage input
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 24 VDC
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 48 VDC
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 120 VAC
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 240 VAC
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch current input
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 120 VDC
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 120 VAC, isolated
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 24 VDC
SIL-3 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 48 VDC
SIL-2 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 120 VAC
SIL-2 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 240 VAC
SIL-2 Triple Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 120 VDC

Model
3099/21-101
3099/21-102
3099/21-103
3099/21-104
3099/21-105**^
3099/**^21-106
3099/21-107
3099/21-108**
3099/21-109**
3099/21-113
3099/21-113
3099/21-115**
3099/21-116**
3099/21-118**

Description
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch supervised digital input
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch voltage input
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 24 VDC
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 48 VDC
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 120 VAC
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 240 VAC
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch current input
SIL-2 Single Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 120 VDC
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sinking, 120 VAC, isolated
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 24 VDC
SIL-3 Single Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 48 VDC
SIL-2 Single Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 120 VAC
SIL-2 Single Termination - 32 Ch sourcing, 240 VAC
SIL-2 Single Termination - 32 Ch sourcing

*Consult factory for complete list of all available terminations
**Requires additional +24VDC power source
^Meets all IEC 61131-2 requirements except standard operating range for digital input (current sinking)

Quad Redundant
Input Configuration

3126 32-Channel Analog/Digital Input Card
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